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Communication in academic 
biomedical profession 
 Academic professional wear many hats: 

teaching, do research/guide research, write papers, 
journal editor/reviewer, professional practice. 

 Effective communication in clinical practice and 
teaching is one of the most important skills that 
physicians should strive to acquire.

Written or oral.



What is biomedical writing/publication?
 Biomedical writing is communication of technical 

result to broader scientific community. 

 Scientific documentation by specialised writer.  



The scope of biomedical writing

 Thesis/Plan/ Dissertation

 Journal articles

 Original research

 Review articles

 Editorials, case reports, 
letter to editor etc

 Abstracts

 Publication in journals

 Submission to medical 
conference

 Posters
 Presentation at medical 

meetings
 Slide presentations
 Original research
 Symposia

 Medical education materials
 Books
 Monographs
 Training manuals
 Prescribing information
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Outcome of research 
 A poor idea or a poorly designed investigation can 

not be saved by an excellent presentation of the 
work.

 Equally, an excellent idea that is well investigated 
can still be doomed by a poor presentation. 

 A lot of good research is undermined by poor 
quality reporting. 



Why publish?
 Aims: 

-To change practice
-To promote thought or debate
-To allow examination of your work
-To educate

 Name, fame, ?money
 For career advancement in academic/research: 

‘publish or perish’
‘necessary evil to ascend the academic ladder’



Why publish? For resident doctors 

As per amendments by MCI in PG Medical 
Regulations 2009, a PG is eligible to appear if:

One poster presentation
Oral presentation of one research paper at 

state/national conference
One research paper publication



Why publish? For faculty 

MCI norms for appointments/promotion:

 Professor: Four research publications in indexed 
journal (including two as Associate Professor as 
first/corresponding author)

 Associate Professor: Two research publications in 
indexed journal as first/second author during 
tenure as Assistant Professor



Required skills for medical writing
 Excellent communication skills (both written and 

oral)

 Good knowledge of the medical concepts

 Attention to detail

Organisational skills



How to go about it?

 1)Scientific substance, and 2)presentation

First, substance: good science

bench work/clinical work, literature retrieval

Next, presentation: art of writing well

 Sequence: 

Planning      Style     Structure      Composition



Planning effectively
 Have a clear research question (‘so what?’ question)

 Seek statistical advice

 Use the right study design

 Act ethically

 Keep an open mind and minimum bias

 Agree who will be authors and contributors

 Be honest – agree to publish even negative results



Scientific writing style: 
Broad principles

Be clear and brief
 Avoid too much introductory material
 Avoid repetition of text in different sections
 Replace long phrases by single words
Be objective and accurate
 Unbiased and honest
 Consider different and opposing points of views



Pre-write when ready to publish
 Identify the lacuna/divergent views in current 

literature (Introduction)
 Know the questions you have raised (Aims and 

Objectives)
 Arrange the relevant literature (Review of 

Literature/Discussion)
 Adequacy of material and availability of 

methodology (Material and Methods)
 Take advantage of one free resource we all have: 

colleagues



Grace in final good manuscript
While writing, keep reviewers/readers in mind

 Do not leave a question unanswered until discussion

 Avoid use of ‘...first study to demonstrate...’

 Grammatical considerations

Minimum passive language

Minimum use of personal pronouns

 Avoid unnecessary adjectives

 Proof-read and use spell-check



American versus British English 
Match spelling with that of the submitting journal

 Article errors: a, an, the

 American vs. British spelling: differ in 7 ways: 

1. ending -or may be –our e.g.tumor-tumour

2. e may be oe e.g. estrogen-oestrogen
3. e may be ae e.g. anemia-anaemia

4. ending -ize is usually –ise e.g. characterize-
characterise
5. ending -er may be –re e.g. center-centre

6. f may be ph; e.g. sulfur-sulphur

7. -ic ending may be –ical e.g. pathologic-pathological



Caution: Ethical concerns
What constitutes authorship?

 Dual submissions

 Duplication of data

 Reusing experimental data sets

 Data manipulation

 Plagiarism 

 Review and confidentiality

 Possible conflict of interest



Selecting a journal
 Select a journal for your paper before you start 

writing

 Read details of the Uniform Requirements for 
Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals
(www.icmje.org)

 Do go through “Instructions to authors” for scope 
of the journal  

http://www.inter-biotec.com/biowc/uniform/uniform.html
http://www.inter-biotec.com/biowc/uniform/uniform.html
http://www.icmje.org/


Basic composition: 
The IMRAD format

 Title, Abstract, Introduction, Materials and 
methods, Results, And Discussion, and References

 Check the length of each section; a rough guide for 
Original Article might be (double spaced):
 Introduction =1 page 
Materials and Methods =3 pages 
 Results =4 pages 
 Discussion =3-4 pages 
 References =about 30



Writing sequence, practically
 IMRAD is the sequence in which the paper is sent 

to the journal but is not the best way to write a 
paper.

 In actual practice, RMDIA preferred sequence.



Results, first
 Clear, logical (not chronological) and convincing. 

Outline the rationale/design and aims of your study.

 Large data in Tables; Figures (in proper pixels) for 
correlation; with legends and numbers as in text.

 Do not repeat details given in MM.

 Concluding lines but no discussion here.

 In each experiment, check for 3 elements: 

1) design, 2) findings, and 3) preliminary conclusions



Some dos and don’ts of the Results 

Do
use the past tense.
describe the results 

of control experiments.
use the active voice 

when you are confident 
of your results.

Do not
repeat results given in a 

table or in a figure.
completely describe every 

bit of data.
give detailed methods.
give an extensive 

interpretation of results.
show data that is 

unnecessary.



Next: Materials and Methods
 An easy, descriptive section. 
 Clear and detailed: repeatability and reproducibility.
 Past tense, passive voice.
 Source of material and equipments/reagents used. 
 Patients’ consent.
 Ethical guidelines: Helsinki declaration/ICH/ICMR.
 Clinical studies: design, data collection, groups/ 

controls, randomisation.
 Reference to method, not details; modification if any.
 Statistical methods. 



Discussion
 Do not repeat full description of results here. 

 Address the major questions raised by the results. 

What biological principles have been established? 

 How do the results relate to the hypotheses or 
previous results upon which the study was based?

 Clearly present your conclusions; argue their validity. 

 Some thoughtful speculation for future work. 

 Discussion partly in past tense and partly in the 
present tense; your own results in the past tense. 



Now, Introduction

 Both the past and the present tense may be used. 

 Background paragraph: Introduce the general topic and 
show why it is important.  

 Body of introduction: A brief review of literature 
pertinent to the present study. 

 Last paragraph: Lacuna and divergent views/concepts 
in existing literature. 

 Do not repeat title here.



The Title 
 Two main purposes: 

to attract readers

to aid  retrieval and indexing 

 Concise, specific and clear; forms the main part of 
the paper using minimum words 

 Try to include keywords in the title 



Finally, the Abstract
 The most read part of any paper. 
 Concise, not exceeding 250 words. 
 Narrative versus structured abstract.
 Include: i) What was done? 

ii) Why was it done?
iii) How was it done? 
iv) What does it mean to the field?

 Clearly cover the principal findings/conclusion.
 Do not include any general discussion.  
 Include major terms in the abstract for computer 

text searching; add key words. 



Some don’ts for Abstract
Omit all references to the literature.

 Do not refer to tables or figures.

 Do not repeat the title in the abstract.

 Avoid mention of p values.

 Avoid abbreviations. 



Writing References
 Not exhaustive (except in review article). 
Most significant, definitive, recent or first references.
 Refer to the specific requirements of the journal to 

which you are submitting (www.icmje.org). 
 Cross-check references in text vs References section. 
 Reference citation in the text: one author (last name),           

2 authors (both last names), > 2  (et al).
 Author’s name quoted rarely if it is a well recognised 

or important study.  



Placing Acknowledgement 
 Placed between the body of the paper and the 

references. 

 Financial or material support. 

May acknowledge other forms of assistance (e.g. 
technical assistance, discussion/preparation of the 
paper, statistical review, multicentric study). 



Submission of the manuscript 
 Have the other authors review it again; be willing 

to accept constructive criticism.

 All authors to make significant contributions to at 
least 2 out of 3 phases of paper: i) design and 
execution, ii) analysis, and iii) writing. 

 Ensure that the submission requirements of the 
journal have been exactly met. 

Make the Editor’s job as easy as possible; follow 
check list.



The covering letter 
 Unlike job applications, manuscripts cannot be 

submitted to multiple journals simultaneously.

 State why you think your paper is appropriate for 
publication in their journal. 

 Possible to suggest referees: top people versus well 
regarded people (middle-level and less occupied).

 Clearly indicate the corresponding author and 
provide full contact details. 

 Signatures of all authors confirming authorship and 
no conflict of interest.  



Editor’s decision
 An acknowledgement and a reference number

 First,  read/scrutinised by one of the journal's 

in-house editors

 Peer-review

 Unfortunately, most indexed journals accept only a 
very low percentage of the submissions 



Referees’ comments 
 Do not take referee’s comments too personally if 

the paper is returned. 

 Read peer-reviewer’s comments carefully; it may 
be an invitation to resubmit after revisions. 

Make the necessary changes as soon as possible 
(most journals give a deadline).

 A covering letter to give clear responses to all of 
the referees’ comments. 

 Respond to each point raised point-wise; clearly 
state where the text was revised. 



Proofs 
 Review and return proofs urgently, often within 48 

hours.

 Respond to all queries; check the paper thoroughly 
for any other mistakes. 

 Time to celebrate !



Take home message
 First, identify the purpose of your writing and 

users of your work.

 Important to be honest and ethical.

 In writing paper: sequence of final submission 
IMRAD; in actual practice sequence may be 
Results, MM, Discussion, Introduction, Title, 
Abstract, References. 

 Biomedical writing: science of knowing the 
content well and art of good presentation.




